AUG 30 - WEDNESDAY
7PM "Parade" de Satie Animation mixing quotes from French composer Erik Satie with the music of Parade.
7:30 The Way of My Left After chasing his dream for over 10 years, a musician discovers that he has no talent.
8PM Mining the Unconscious: Jung & the Artist’s Journey Artists excavate stories & revelations of transformation & healing born from dreams, myths & archetypes.

AUG 31 - THURSDAY
7PM Super Chef A nerd conquers food allergies when concocting with creativity. Q&A
7:30 MWAH Five pregnant women in a doctor's waiting room. The embryos engage in conversation.
8PM Stone Story looks back on successes, dreams and family bonds of a family raised as hippies. Q&A

SEPT 1 - FRIDAY
7PM Roll Call: A Dance Story Ballroom dance students on wheelchairs dance with non-wheelchaired partners sharing passion & uncanny talent. Q&A
8PM Nocturnality Linda Diamond Dance troupe in a mixed media video from Memory's Labyrinth. Q&A
8:30 Bride of Frankenstein In this feminist nod to Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, a not-so-mad scientist builds a mate for her lonely creation.
9PM The Bullish Farmer Investor trades Wall St. for a farm, becomes a lobbyist for GMO labeling, animal rights, crop diversity & organic fertilizers. Q&A

SEPT 2 - SATURDAY
7PM Fix Animation for a Danish, hard core punk band.
7:15 Calhoun & Durian Explores universality no matter how the world is separated & fragmented via 3 women in distinct worlds & time periods. Q&A
7:45 Woess of a Lotus Dreams & nostalgia collide in a collage. Explores themes on the fleeting nature of time & fragility of life. Q&A
8:30 Search Engines Sanity & relationships are tested when mysterious circumstances force a family to survive a holiday without their phones.
10:15 A Whole World for a Little World As a mom conveys a prince & princess story to her child, the unthinkable occurs.

SEPT 3 - SUNDAY
7PM Shoot Me Nicely Photographer searches for a lucrative celebrity photo to re-launch his career. Q&A
8PM Sacred & Profane Faceless Jacks An experimental, anti-narrative, cinematic tone poem for those of us lost, unsure and comfortable living within the dialectic...